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Abstract This work presents the study of equatorial spread-F (ESF) characteristics based on the occurrence 

percentages and durations during the maximum solar activity of the 24th solar cycle at Chumphon station 

(CPN), Thailand. The statistics of ionogram data covering all months in 2014 are obtained from the 

ionosonde station. The effects of ESFs on communication signals are denoted by comparing the critical 

frequency of F2 layer (foF2) with ESFs. The results show the high ESF occurrence percentages in the 

equinoctial months and some months during the solstices. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Equatorial spread-Fs (ESFs) indicate the nighttime 

ionospheric irregularity related to the equatorial plasma 

bubbles (EPBs). They are often shown as the spreading of 

traces on ionogram images. In addition, the ESFs may 

impact the integrity of the high frequency (HF) and the 

satellite signals such as the Global Navigation Satellite 

Systems (GNSS). Therefore, the study and prediction of 

ESF phenomenon are necessary for better understanding 

and mitigation of the effects. 

In the previous works, ESFs are derived from the ionogram 

data based on the frequency modulation/continuous waves 

(FM/CW) ionosonde at the equatorial station. The scale 

size of F layer plasma structure ranges from decameters to 

kilometers [1]. The occurrences of ESFs are caused by the 

fast recombination in F layer after sunset leading to the 

depletion of plasma bubble density rising up from 

bottomside of F layer and penetrating the tope side of F 

layer  [2]. The ESFs are influenced from complex processes 

which compose of electrodynamic mechanisms within the 

ionosphere. The basic mechanism that plays a significant 

role on the ESF onset is the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor 

(R-T) instability, particularly, a rapid lifting of equatorial F 

layer is driven by the evening pre-reversal electric field 

enhancement (PRE) [3]. The statistics of ESF data from 

longitudinal stations are analyzed and utilized to create the 

ESF prediction model in Brazil. The derived ESF model is 

now available in International Reference Ionospheric (IRI) 

model [4]. The occurrences of ESFs are observed 

frequently over the equatorial regions. In that the 

development of ESF occurrences starts at low latitudes and 

extends to high latitudes in Thailand. Additionally, the 

rapid rising of h’F monthly mean values is confirmed as a 

role of the PRE on the ESF onset [5]. The ESFs are verified 

to occur when PREs are above the given threshold, 

furthermore, the enhancement of ESF probability increases 

approximately linearly with the PRE and it is also 

characterized as function of PRE magnitude [6]. The 

temporary change of h’F is analyzed and referred to be 

associated with a seeding amplitude of gravity wave (GW) 

as a trigger of the ESF onset [7]. The amplitude of the GW 

seed perturbation is investigated as a critical factor in 

indicating ESF occurrence.  [8]. As ESFs are related to 

EPBs, the EPBs are studied by using an all-sky imaging 

depending on seasonal variations during the 23rd-24th 

solar cycle over Brazil region. This study denotes that EPB 

occurrences in all seasons correlate positively with solar 

activity variation such as F10.7 index [9]. The machine 

learning plays an important role on the space field such the 

prediction model of the foF2 parameter is established using 

the neural networks. The functionality of prediction model 

is able to estimate the near-real time value of foF2 

depending on the recent past observations of foF2 from the 

four stations must be available in real time [10]. The neural 

network is successfully applied to the prediction model of 

the probability of spread-F occurrence [11]. In addition, the 

development of foF2 forecast using neural network is 

improved in terms of initialing the weights of the network 

model by using the genetic algorithm [12]. Therefore, the 

studies of ESF and its effects lead to further developments 

and solutions which depend on the computer science.  

In this study, the ESF occurrence percentage and duration 

are analyzed during peak solar activity of the 24th solar 

cycle at CPN station, Thailand. The seasonal ESF 

characteristics are based on the F10.7 solar flux index. 

Moreover, the critical frequency of F2 layer is plotted to 

show the effects of ESF on the high frequency signals. 

METHODOLOGY 

The ionospheric monitoring so called the frequency 

modulation/continuous waves (FM/CW) ionosonde has 

been made at Chumphon (CPN) station which is close to 

the magnetic equator in Southeast Asia. The recorded 

ionogram data is considered at every 15 minutes from 

18.00 LT to 06.00 LT for each day in 2014. The concerned 



ESF parametric type is a range spread-F (RSF) which is 

related to the EPBs and the RSF values are manually 

collected by following the manual of ionogram scaling 

[13]. The RSF scaled values are represented by using 

binary number as ‘0’ or ‘1’ which indicates the presence or 

absence of RSF occurrences, respectively. As shown in Fig. 

1 (a) – (b), the observed ionogram images respectively 

demonstrate the normal trace without ESF and the 

spreading of trace is diffused by the equatorial irregularity 

so called ESF

.

 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The ionogram images of (a) a normal ionogram trace and (b) the spreading trace is called ESF.

 

The statistics of RSF variations are analyzed in terms of the 

monthly percentage and duration of RSF occurrences. The 

monthly value of F10.7 solar flux index is obtained from 

Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC), National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) on 

ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/warehouse/2014/ as shown in 

Fig. 2. It is applied to demonstrate the influence of solar 

activity with RSF occurrence during the study case of the 

peak solar activity of  24th solar cycle. The RSF duration 

is observed by following the continuous occurrences of 

RSF against the frequency of its duration in each month. 

The RSF occurrence percentage is calculated as 

1
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where, %RSF is the percentage of occurrence of RSF ,  

iRSF  represents the occurrence of RSF at time i and N   is 

the total number of observed data points

.

 

 

 

Figure 2. F10.7 monthly mean values in 2014. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

From Fig. 3, the highest percentages of RSF occurrences 

occur in equinoctial months including March, April, 

February, October and September, respectively. In 

contrast, the low percentage is seen in solstice months such 

as November, January, December, May and August, 

respectively. Note that there are missing data in June and 

July. The high percentages of RSF occurrences are between 

40% and 80% during 20.00LT to 04.00LT in March 

equinoxes. The highest percentage is above 80% in March 

with 149.9sfu of F10.7 solar flux. The peak value of F10.7 

is 170.3sfu in February and RSF occurrence rate is below 

70%. In September equinoxes, the probability of RSF 

occurrence rate is above 20% and below 80% during 

20.00LT to 02.00LT in September and October. In contrast, 

the observed RSF percentage is below 20% in August as 

shown in Fig. 3. This minimum RSF rate corresponds 

positively to 124.7sfu as shown in Fig. 2. In general, the 

tendency of RSF occurrence rate is proportional to the 

F10.7 solar flux for the September equinoxes. In December 

solstices, the RSF occurrence rate is below 40% from 

19.00LT to 06.00LT in December and January, 19.00LT to 

05.00LT in November. The highest percentages of RSF 

occurrences are more than 40% and below 70% during 

20.00LT to 22.00LT in November corresponding to 

155.3sfu of F10.7 solar flux. In June solstices, only the data 

in May are available and the RSF occurrence rate is below 

20% during 20.00LT to 05.00LT with 130sfu. Thus, the 

observed RSF occurrence rate shows it is related to F10.7 

solar flux in solstice months. For equinoctial months, the 

variations of RSF occurrence rates are influenced by the 

seasonal variations and F10.7 solar flux. Note that the RSF 

occurrence rate is not influenced by the peak value of F10.7 

during February

.

 

 

Figure 3. RSF occurrence percentages in each month during 2014 at CPN station. 

Fig. 4 shows the duration of RSF occurrences against the 

frequency of RSF duration in each month in 2014. The RSF 

durations are between 15 minutes to 9 hours. Most of the 

observed durations of RSF occurrences are below 7 hours 

for both equinoctial and solstice months as illustrated in Fig 

4. RSF duration is frequently observed between 15 minutes 

to 5 hours in equinoctial months, higher than in solstice 

months, particularly, in February, March, April, and 

October. These observed durations imply that the levels of 

F10.7 solar flux values influence the frequency of RSF 

durations. Then this verifies specifically the long durations 

corresponding to each level of F10.7 solar flux

.
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Figure 4. RSF duration in each month during 2014 at CPN station. 

As shown in Fig. 5, the instances of the observed foF2 values (blue line), the median values of foF2 (red dots) are calculated 

using previous15-day data and the observed RSF occurrence (black bar). Error bar represents 30% available of foF2 values. The 

effects of RSF occurrences lead to the disappearance of foF2 values as shown in Fig. 5(a)-(d) and, moreover, it is a cause of the 

frequency outage. 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. The observed foF2 and 15-day median values of foF2 with RSF occurrence at CPN station. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the two statistical characteristics of RSF are 

used to analyze and verify the characteristics of RSF 

occurrences during the peak solar activity of the 24th solar 

cycle over equatorial CPN region. These two features of 

RSF occurrence rates indicate that the RSF occurrence 

rates are associated with the solar activity. Also, the 

duration of RSF occurrences has a good relationship with 

solar activity as well. The high percentages of RSF 

occurrences are mostly observed to be 40% to 80% in the 

equinoctial months. The high RSF durations are frequently 

seen in equinoctial months. The RSF occurrence rates 

below 40% are observed in solstice months, except in 

November with the percentage above 40% during 20.00LT 

to 22.00LT. Therefore, the variations of RSF occurrences 

are investigated to be related with the seasonal variations 

and the effects of RSF on foF2 parameter need to be further 

considered. 
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